DAAD Webinar Series: Studying Humanities and Social Sciences at Erlangen and Nürnberg

DAAD North America launched a free series of webinars presenting funding opportunities to Germany and the programs offered by individual German universities. The next webinar in the series will host Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg on **October 14, from 12:00pm 1:00pm EDT.**

All are welcome to take part in this webinar. If you are interested in joining us, please **pre-register here.**

In the first part of this webinar, DAAD representative Hanni Geist from the Information Center San Francisco will talk about funding opportunities to study abroad and to pursue a graduate degree in Germany. In the second part, Dr. Ruth Maloszek, from Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, offers information to students and prospective students who are interested in Humanities, Social Sciences and Theology.

Learn more about Friedrich-Alexander-University (FAU), one of Germany's 10 oldest and most distinguished internationally well-established universities at the heart of Europe. The Department of Humanities, Social Sciences, and Theology offers a broad variety of degree opportunities and a broad range of classical and interdisciplinary programs. Studying at FAU means to take advantage of the strong partnerships with top global companies and research organizations including Siemens, Audi, Adidas, the Max Planck Society, and others. And students don't have to pay steep fees to receive this excellent education at FAU; most degree programs don't charge tuition fees at all. Ms. Maloszek will also talk to you about the Nürnberg and Erlangen region, the hometowns of the university, its nearby natural paradise of Franconian Switzerland and the numerous cultural pearls in the immediate vicinity. The webinar will conclude with a Q&A with plenty of time to get all your questions answered.

Please share this information with your students and encourage them to register. This webinar will be recorded and uploaded to [www.daad.org/webinars](http://www.daad.org/webinars).
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What is "Pre-Study Fulda"?
"Pre-Study Fulda" is a special introductory semester for international applicants to Fulda University. "Pre-Study Fulda" provides advanced preparation for students from abroad, including both, academic and language preparation (German and English) on different levels.

Admission requirements: university entrance qualification, language skills depending on course level. Costs between 850 Euro - 1,780 Euro. Semester fee: 300 Euro. Advantages: bonus of 0,3 on your GPA; best possible start into your future studies; improvement of academic success. Application deadlines and more information at www.pre-study-fulda.de.

Contact: Christina.pitz@verw.hs-fulda.de

Study at the top University for Engineering in Germany*

Do you want to live in the heart of Europe, experience an internationally diverse student community and study at one of Germany's excellent universities for engineering and sciences? Then our study programmes at the RWTH Aachen University will be the right choice for you!

We are educating German Engineering

The high-ranked RWTH Aachen University is located in the most western city in Germany, Aachen, and offers outstanding opportunities for international students, who benefit from preeminent teaching, science, and research as well as from close cooperations between the university and international industry. To ensure an excellent working environment, the RWTH International Academy provides additional support for all academic, organizational, and social matters.

We turn education into an experience!

Apply for a Masters Degree Programme in Mechanical or Electrical Engineering (M.Sc.) by 1 March 2016 to start in October 2016:
Master of Science in Management and Engineering
Management and Engineering in Computer Aided Mechanical Engineering
Management and Engineering in Electrical Power Systems
Management and Engineering in Production Systems

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Computer Aided Conception and Production in Mechanical Engineering
Production Systems Engineering
Textile Engineering

Become a part of our international community  We are looking forward to welcoming you soon in Aachen!

www.master-mechanical-engineering.com
www.management-and-engineering.com

*WiWo Ranking 2015; www.wiwo.de

Freie Universität Berlin International Summer and Winter University (FUBiS)

FUBiS is an intensive academic program through which students can earn credits that may be counted toward their degrees at their home institutions. FUBiS sessions run for 3 to 6 weeks and take place both in summer and winter.

The FUBiS program 2016 takes place in three terms:

- **FUBiS term I:** January 5 - January 28, 2016 (3 weeks)
- **FUBiS term II:** June 4 - July 16, 2016 (6 weeks)
- **FUBiS term III:** July 23 - August 20, 2016 (4 weeks)

Each term may be taken separately. Students can choose between subject classes (mostly taught in English) and German language classes.

The subject classes are offered within the fields of Architecture, Art history, Politics, Humanities, Social Sciences, Cultural Studies, History, and Music. In term II and III, the subject courses may be combined with each other or with a semi-intensive German language course. A subject class taught in Spanish will compliment the course program of term I 2016.

The German language classes are offered on up to five different levels of proficiency and take place as semi-intensive (3-4 days per week) or intensive (5 days per week) classes. The semi-intensive classes in term II and III may be combined with a subject course.

An overview of the complete course program for FUBiS term I 2016 can be found here. The course program for term II and III 2016 will be published by the end of November 2015 on our website.

Study visits within Berlin are an integral part of all our classes. In addition, FUBiS offers field trips to the Berlin Reichstag and a River Boat or Video Bus Tour through Downtown Berlin as well as day and weekend trips to other German cities.
Master Studies in Berlin - Getting Closer to your Goals!

Berlin MBA - Master of Business Administration

- 15-month full-time programme, start in September
- Taught in English
- Career development service
- For ambitious university graduates with 3 years of work experience
- Study visits to Asia, USA, UK, Europe
- Strong focus on leadership
- Tuition fee: 17,500 Euro
- Specialization pathways: European Management, European-Asian Management, Transatlantic Management


Master International Business Management

- 15-month full-time programme, start in September
- Taught in English
- For prospective students with an undergraduate degree and 1 year of work experience
- Study Visit to London
- Study exchange at internationally recognised partner universities offered
- Personal development module
- International Management Focus
- Tuition Fee: 12,900 Euro
- Specialization modules: International Management, International Tourism Management

Master Chinese-European Economics and Business Studies

- 4-terms study programme, start in October
- Taught in English
- Study place: Berlin, Germany and Chengdu, China
- Double degree available on request
- Tuition Fee: 9,800 Euro